Pressure-heart rate relationship in intact and after stepwise elimination of three major baroreflex loops in dogs.
Systemic arterial blood pressure (BP)-heart rate (HR) relationship (the pressor test) is often used as an index of baroreflex. We evaluated this index by simultaneously comparing BP-HR, right carotid sinus pressure (CSP)-nerve action potentials (NAP), and NAP-HR relationship in dogs anesthetized with pentobarbital. BP was increased or decreased stepwise by intravenous (IV) infusions of phenylephrine or sodium nitroprusside, respectively. In nine dogs BP-HR and CSP-NAP relationships were measured and NAP-HR relationship was constructed before and after sequential and stepwise sectioning of the left aortic depressor nerve (LADN), the right aortic depressor nerve (RADN), and blockade of the left carotid sinus nerve (BLK) with 1% lidocaine. We found that HR was a negative sigmoidal function of BP in intact dogs. Linear slope of this relationship was significantly reduced after sectioning of LADN and RADN, but returned toward baseline after BLK. NAP was a positive sigmoidal function of CSP in intact dogs. Linear slope of this relationship was significantly depressed after sectioning of LADN and RADN. However, after BLK, the slope surpassed control, suggesting the existence of a central communication between the two carotid sinuses. HR was a negative function of NAP in intact dogs. However, as the other baroreflex feedback loops were eliminated, the slope of the NAP-HR relationship approached zero indicating that a closed integrated parallel feedback system is required for reflex regulation of HR. Our findings suggest that under normal conditions the pressor test is a valid index for baroreceptor function, but its use may not be warranted in chronic pathological states, such as atherosclerosis and hypertension. However, in contrast to the present acute experimental model, chronic pathological processes may not develop in sequence, and baroreceptor function on the affected site may not be completely eliminated from the baroreceptor loop such as performed in this study.